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ASSIGNMENT:12 

QUESTIONS BASED ON CHAPTER 4  -  USING PYTHON 

LIBRARIES 

 

Q1 Which of these definitions correctly describe a module? 

a) Denoted by triple quotes for providing the specifications of certain program elements. 

b) Design and implementation of specific functionality to be incorporated into a program 

c) Defines the specifications of how it is to be used. 

d) Any program that reuses code. 

Q2 Which of the following is not true about main modules? 

a) When a python file is directly executed ,it is considered main module of a program 

b) Main modules may import any number of modules 

c) Special name given to main modules is: _main_ 

d) Other main modules can import main modules 

Q3 Which of the following is not a valid namespace? 

a) global namespace 

b) public namespace 

c) built in namespace 

d) local namespace 

Q4 Which of the following is false about “import module name” form of import? 

a) The namespace of imported module becomes part of importing module 

b) This form of input prevents name clash 

c) The namespace of imported module becomes available to importing module 

d) The identifiers in module are accessed as: modulename.identifier  

Q5 what is the order of namespaces in which python looks for an identifier? 

a) python first searches the global namespace, then the local namespace and finally the built 

in namespace 

b) python first searches the local namespace, then the global namespace and finally the built 

in namespace 



c) python first searches the built in namespace, then the global namespace and finally the 

local namespace 

d) python first searches the built in namespace , then the local namespace and finally the 

global namespace 

Q6 which of these is not an advantage of using the modules? 

a) Provides a means of reusing program code 

b) Provides a means of dividing up tasks 

c) Provides a means of reducing the size of the program 

d) Provides a means of testing individual parts of the program   

 

Q7 Which operator is used in the python to import all modules from packages? 

(a) . operator 

(b) * operator 

(c) -> symbol 

(d) , operator 

Q8 Which file must be part of the folder containing python module file to make it importable 

python package? 

(a) init.py 

(b) ____steup__.py 

(c) __init ___.py 

(d) setup.py 

Q9 In python which is the correct method to load a module math? 

(a) Include math 

(b) import math 

(c) #include<math.h> 

(d) using math 

Q10 Which is the correct command to load just the tempc method from a module called usable? 

(a) import usable,tempc 

(b) import tempc from usable  

(c) From usable import tempc 

(d) import tempc 

 



 

Q11 What is the extension of the python library module? 

(a) .mod 

(b) .lib 

(c) .code 

(d) .py 

 

 

Q12 What happens when python encounters an import statement in a program? What would 

happen,if there is one more important statement for the same module ,already imported in the 

same program? 

 

 

Q13 What is the problem in the following piece of code? 

from math import factorial 

print (math.factorial (5)) 

 

 

Q14 What is the output of the following piece of code? 

#mod1 

def change (a): 

  b=[x*2 for x in a] 

print (b) 

#mod 2 

def change (a): 

b=[x*x for x in a] 

print (b) 

from mod 1 import change 

from mod 2 imoprt change 

#main 

S=[1,2,3] 

Changes(s) 



 

 

Q15 What would be the output produced by the following code : 

Import math 

import random 

print ( math.ceil (random.random())) 

Justify your answer. 

  

 

 

Q16 Consider a module ‘simple’ given below: 

#module simple.py 

“ “ “Greets or scold on call” “ “ 

def greet(): 

      “ “ “ Greet anyone you like :-)” “ “ 

        Print (“Helloz”) 

def  scold (): 

“ “ “ Use me for scolding ,but scolding is not good:-( “ “ “ 

         Print (“Get lost”) 

Count =10 

Print (“greeting or scolding- is it simple?”) 

Another program ‘test.py’ imports this module.The code inside test.py is : 

#test.py 

import simple 

print(simple.count) 

 

What would be the output produced ,if we run the program test.py? justify your answer. 

 

 

Q18 Consider the following code: 

import math 

import random 

print(str(int(math.pow( random.randint (2,4),2) )), end = ‘ ’) 

print(str( int ( math.pow(random.randint(2,4), 2))) , end= ‘ ’) 

print ( str ( int (math.pow( random .randint (2,4),2)))) 



 

 

 

What would be possible outputs out of the given four choices? 

(i) 2 3 4 

(ii) 9 4 4 

(iii) 16 16 16 

(iv) 2 4 9 

(v) 4 9 4 

(vi) 4 4 4 

 

 

 

NOTE: 

1.  Read the questions carefully. 

2. Write the answers in Notebook. 
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